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Abstract

Many real-world situations involve learning entirely or mostly
based on the information provided by other people, which cre-
ates a thorny epistemological problem: how does one deter-
mine which of those people to trust? Previous work has shown
that even populations of rational Bayesian agents, faced with
this problem, polarise into “echo chambers” characterised by
different beliefs and low levels of between-group trust. In this
study we show that this general result holds even when the
reasoners have a more complex meaning space and can com-
municate about their beliefs in a more nuanced way. However,
even a tiny amount of exposure to a mutually trusted “ground
truth” is sufficient to eliminate polarisation. Societal and psy-
chological implications are discussed.
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Introduction
The real world is full of situations where the vast majority
of what we learn comes from other people. In some, like
language learning, the “ground truth” of the matter simply is
whatever people agree that it is. However, many other situ-
ations pose a much more challenging epistemological prob-
lem: the ground truth is (at least mostly) inaccessible, and
the only way to learn about it is to rely on other people. Re-
gardless of why the truth is often inaccessible – due to spatial
or temporal distance, or difficulties in interpreting ambiguous
data – people are often faced with questions of this character.
Did humans evolve or were we created by a superior being?
Did Trump assist the Russians to influence the US 2016 elec-
tions? Did Bob have an affair with Mindy? In all of these
cases, there is a truth of the matter, but it is not a truth that is
directly accessible to most people. All of the data is mediated
through other agents – scientists studying evolution, politi-
cians receiving confidential documents, journalists deciding
what to report on, Bob and Mindy – and few have the access
or training necessary to make sense of the data on their own.

What is a rational learner to do in this difficult epistemo-
logical situation? One option would be to simply try to com-
municate fully with everybody and update one’s beliefs ac-
cordingly. When this happens, groups of Bayesian learners
will converge to a shared belief system equivalent to the pop-
ulation prior, at least when organised as chains (Griffiths &
Kalish, 2007) or fully interconnected (Whalen & Griffiths,
2017). When data are additionally generated from an exter-
nal ground truth, the convergent distribution is also shaped
by that world (Perfors & Navarro, 2014). However, these re-
sults only hold when agents cannot select who to talk to and

when all share the same prior. When people have heteroge-
neous priors, the beliefs of the population are systematically
distorted towards the beliefs of the most extreme individuals
(Navarro, Perfors, Kary, Brown, & Donkin, 2018).

This amplification of extreme priors is concerning because
it suggests that the process of information transmission itself
can distort belief – and that this occurs even if all agents are
fully rational and can share information fully. But our situa-
tion in real world is even more difficult. Limited by temporal
and cognitive constraints, people cannot exchange informa-
tion with everyone else. Moreover, the real world includes
people who you might not want to learn from – not just be-
cause they have different or more extreme priors, but because
they might be completely wrong or actively deceptive.

Intuitively, one solution to this dilemma would be for
agents to learn who not to trust: to lower the weight given
to the data from people who are inaccurate or miscalibrated.
This is an appealing idea, but raises an important question:
in the absence of any direct access to the ground truth, how
should a rational learner determine who is to be trusted?
One possibility is that agents might favour those who seem
to make sense: those who make claims that are consistent
with one’s own beliefs. Indeed, there is evidence that people
do adopt this strategy (Collins, Hahn, & von Gerber, 2018).
Unfortunately, trusting people with similar beliefs more of-
ten leads to polarisation (e.g., Axelrod, 1997; Hegselmann &
Krause, 2002; Olsson, 2013; Ngampruetikorn & Stephens,
2016; O’Connor & Weatherall, 2018; Madsen, Bailey, &
Pilditch, 2018). Instead of converging on a shared set of be-
liefs, populations split into echo chambers: sub-groups char-
acterised by high trust and shared beliefs within groups, but
low trust and shared beliefs between groups.

Although this general result is robust and has been shown
in a variety of modelling paradigms, in many cases the
reasoners in such paradigms are not meant to be optimal
(e.g., Axelrod, 1997; Hegselmann & Krause, 2002; Ngam-
pruetikorn & Stephens, 2016). Some studies that do use
Bayesian agents have established that polarisation arises even
when all of the agents reason rationally (Olsson, 2013;
O’Connor & Weatherall, 2018; Madsen et al., 2018); how-
ever, these studies generally involve fairly impoverished one-
dimensional meaning spaces and agents who can only com-
municate about those spaces in a limited way. For instance,
the agents in Olsson (2013) may believe in a proposition to
only some degree (e.g., 70%) but are only capable of commu-
nicating binary (“yes” or “no”) beliefs about the proposition.
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The agents in Madsen et al. (2018) are permitted more nu-
ance, being able to communicate their beliefs about the mean
of a one-dimensional Gaussian, but have no way to commu-
nicate their level of certainty. Would polarisation still arise in
groups of Bayesian agents with a richer space belief and the
ability to communicate those beliefs in a more nuanced way?
We explore this question here.

In Study 1 we present a new modelling paradigm in which
agents must learn and communicate about a two-dimensional
meaning space by sampling items from their current beliefs,
while simultaneously making inferences about which of the
other agents are trustworthy. We show that, as long as the dis-
tribution of prior beliefs in the population is sufficiently het-
erogeneous, echo chambers form even in this circumstance.
Study 2 investigates whether polarisation can be eliminated
and trust built by selectively communicating about only some
topics (dimensions). We find that this is not a solution: do-
ing so does build trust but at the cost of never coming into
agreement. In Study 3 we explore another potential solution:
access to a mutually trusted ground truth. Reassuringly, when
agents have access to such a truth – even if it makes up only
a tiny fraction of all of the data – polarisation is eliminated.

Study 1: Baseline
Method
Our simulations involve populations of n optimal Bayesian
agents who each learn a hypothesis by receiving data from
other agents (we vary n = 6 or n = 18). Agents perform in-
ference over which other agents are trustworthy t at the same
time as inferring which hypothesis h best describes the data
x seen so far by calculating the joint posterior P(t,h|x). Per-
forming joint inference over trust and beliefs is somewhat dif-
ferent from the typical approach, in which agents directly pre-
fer others who have similar beliefs (Olsson, 2013; Madsen et
al., 2018; O’Connor & Weatherall, 2018). We opted for this
approach for two reasons. First, people appear to make infer-
ences about trust at the same time that they evaluate beliefs,
and use their perceptions of trust to decide whose data to rely
on (Petty & Briñol, 2008; Shafto, Eaves, Navarro, & Perfors,
2012; Perfors, Navarro, & Shafto, 2018). More importantly
for our purposes, explicitly differentiating inferences about
trust from beliefs allows us to explore what happens if agents
can change their communication style (but not their beliefs)
in order to build trust, as in Study 2.

Trust is a real value between 0.0 (no trust) to 1.0 (perfect
trust) while beliefs consist of 2D Gaussians parameterised by
an unknown mean µ and a known symmetric covariance Σ0,
as described in more detail below.

Initialisation. Each agent a is initialised with a different
prior belief about the mean µa ∼N(0,Σ), where Σ = 0.5I. All
agents share the same prior about the covariance Σ0. We ma-
nipulate population heterogeneity by changing the size of the
prior covariance Σ0 relative to the initial generating covari-
ance Σ. Populations with high heterogeneity are initialised
with means that are more “distant” in belief space relative

to their beliefs about how wide the category is. There are
three conditions, each defined by their covariance matrix Σ0:
HOMOGENEOUS (Σ0 = 0.25I), NEUTRAL (Σ0 = 0.15I), and
HETEROGENEOUS Σ0 = 0.05I).

It would have been mathematically equivalent to manipu-
late heterogeneity by keeping the agents’ covariance priors
Σ0 constant and varying the covariance of the generating dis-
tribution Σ; the important thing is the ratio of the two. (We
chose to do it this way because one of our dependent vari-
ables is the average distance between agents in belief space,
and this permits all conditions to be initialised with a similar
average distance.) Smaller initial covariance matrices imply
more heterogeneity because heterogeneous populations con-
tain more individuals who are more likely to initially disagree
(by inferring that the data provided by the other was unlikely).
The same intuition is captured in other paradigms via the ten-
dency to seek out those who are distant in belief space; agents
with less of this tendency are more likely to polarise (Olsson,
2013; O’Connor & Weatherall, 2018; Madsen et al., 2018).

Agents are also initialised with trust vectors t with one
cell for each other agent in the population, such that t ∼
Beta(1,1). This prior means that each agent may initially
trust any other to any degree. Because the prior is weak, it is
easily changed in response to data.

Iterations. During each iteration we loop through our pop-
ulation of n agents. At each iteration, agent i selects another
agent j to learn from, proportional to the relative degree of
trust i has in j. Upon being selected, agent j samples a sin-
gle data point x at random from their hypothesis such that
x ∼ N(µ j,Σ0). Agent i then then updates their beliefs about
µi in the direction of x.1 Thus, each iteration involves agents
learning from others, in all cases revising their beliefs in the
direction of the data provided, but weighting the data that was
provided by trusted agents more.

At each iteration each agent i also updates their trust in
all other agents j, based on the data Xj provided by each.
The intuition is that agents will infer trustworthiness based
on the extent that the other says sensible things: in this con-
text, that means that agent j will be trusted proportional to
the degree to which the data they provide to i is consistent
with i’s own beliefs. Agent i accomplishes this by comput-
ing the probability that they themselves would have generated
that data P(X j|N(µi,Σ0)) and comparing it to the probability
that it was generated by an uninformative and unhelpful other
P(X j|N(0,Σu)).2 Agents are thus more likely to trust those
who provide data that is consistent with their own beliefs.

1Technically, agent i performs n− 1 Metropolis-Hastings steps,
one for each of the other agents j, in which the likelihood is calcu-
lated for all of the data points X j shared by j, including the new data
point x. Likelihood is weighted by trust in that agent, so that agents
who are more trusted have more of an affect on belief revision.

2The reason for comparing against a baseline is that the raw prob-
ability of an agent providing any set of datapoints is low in absolute
terms, and without the comparison all simulations tend for all agents
to trust nobody. Results are qualitatively similar for a wide range of
choices for the covariance of the uninformative baseline, as long as
it is larger than Σ0. All simulations here set Σu = I.
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Our approach is most similar to that of Madsen et al.
(2018), but there are a few key differences in addition to those
already discussed. First, their agents make inferences about
both mean and variance, and communicate by providing the
mean directly rather than sampling from their posterior. Po-
larisation occurs in their simulations at least in part because
the learned variances approach size zero. This was proba-
bly facilitated by the fact that agents could not sample from
their distributions when providing data and thus could only
give point estimates, leading to a severe underestimation of
the variance. Here we test whether polarisation still emerges
even with agents with constant variance who can also provide
more information about the extent of their distribution.

A second difference is that their agents can revise their be-
liefs away from the data they receive, whereas ours cannot.
This sort of belief revision is not necessarily irrational (Jern,
Chang, & Kemp, 2014), but it is difficult to determine to what
extent it drives polarisation in Madsen et al. (2018). In order
to explore whether polarisation arises even when the condi-
tions for it are as unfavourable as possible, our agents disre-
gard data they do not trust rather than move away from it.

Results

For each condition and population size, we ran 50 runs (dif-
fering only in the initial random distribution of agents in be-
lief space) for 500 iterations each. All of our simulations were
characterised by changes in the beliefs of the agents as well
as their mutual trust. We consider each in turn.

Trust. We can visualise the distribution of trust across the
population using pairwise mutual trust matrices T in which
Ti j denotes the trust that agent i has toward j. We are specif-
ically interested in the distribution of trust within the popula-
tion: does it tend to be uniform, or are there clusters of agents
who highly trust in each other but distrust anyone else? As the
top right panel of Figure 1 shows, this clustering can be quan-
tified using Gini mean difference (GiniMD): the mean absolute
difference between all distinct elements in the pairwise trust
matrices. A lower GiniMD indicates a higher shared trust, and
GiniMD values over 0.3 correspond to highly polarised pop-
ulations: the pairwise trust matrices show a “block” struc-
ture in which agents are in subgroups characterised by high
within-group trust and low between-group trust.

As the top of Figure 1 shows, regardless of the population
size, populations with HETEROGENEOUS agents were highly
likely to become polarised. An ANOVA found a signifi-
cant effect of condition on GiniMD (F(2,296) = 29.34, p <
0.0001) but not number of agents (F(1,296) = 0.81, p =
0.369). Initial random differences in beliefs between agents
were exacerbated as they grew to trust those with similar be-
liefs and minimised data from those with dissimilar beliefs.
Heterogeneity was the determining factor because it affected
how much weight agent i put on data from j. In heteroge-
neous populations, more agents had initial beliefs that were
far from the covariance of other agents; they were thus more
apt to be distrusted. Once distrusted, they could not recover.

Figure 1: Study 1: Emergence of polarisation. Top: Polarisa-
tion is evident in the pairwise mutual trust matrices between
agents, and quantified using GiniMD (right). Values above 0.3
indicate that agents have formed subgroups characterised by
high within-group trust and low between-group trust. Popu-
lations of all size become polarised when they are HETERO-
GENEOUS (left), despite the fact that all agents are optimal
Bayesian reasoners. Bottom: More HETEROGENEOUS agents
also show a greater divergence in beliefs (left). Sample runs
(right) showing the average pairwise Euclidean distance be-
tween agents in belief space (grey dots plot the locations of
agents’ initial hypotheses (µ) and dark blue dots plot the fi-
nal ones) reveal that larger differences tend to correspond to
more than one cluster in belief space.

The bottom of Figure 1 illustrates that these trust-based
echo chambers correspond to greater average distance from
each other in belief space; agents do not converge on a shared
belief. As before, this effect was driven by population het-
erogeneity (F(2,296)= 22.11, p< 0.0001), although popula-
tion size was also significant (F(1,296) = 11.24, p = 0.001).
Even though agents in all conditions began the simulations
at similar distances in belief space from each other, the HET-
EROGENEOUS agents tended to form widely-separated clus-
ters while more HOMOGENEOUS agents were more likely to
converge on the same belief. Distance in belief space and
trust clustering thus both tell the same story: in sufficiently
heterogeneous populations, polarisation is highly likely, even
when all of the agents involved are optimal Bayesian reason-
ers. Consistent with this, there is a strong correlation between
GiniMD and distance (r = 0.81, t(298) = 23.7, p < 0.0001).

How might we disrupt this tendency toward polarisation?
Study 2 explores one idea: building trust by communicating
tactically. Our agents are always constrained to be honest, but
here we make it possible for them to refrain from communi-
cating about topics on which disagreement is likely.
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Figure 2: Emergence of trust when agents can avoid con-
tested subjects. Average GiniMD as a function of the propor-
tion of time agents included information about the contested
dimension. As the dimension is included less, the agents
show ever-higher levels of mutual trust. Trust is consistently
unpolarised by the time the contested dimension is included
25% of the time, even in the HETEROGENEOUS condition.

Study 2: Tactical topic selection
Method
One of the simplifications we made in Study 1 was to as-
sume that agents were required to communicate fully as well
as honestly. In real life, however, people have discretion in
what they choose to talk about. If you are visiting an uncle
with whom you disagree politically, you might spend the ma-
jority of your time talking about something that you agree on,
like football. This enables you to grow trust in each other and
might give you the space to occasionally talk about politics.

Does adopting this strategy decrease the emergence of po-
larisation? Key to answering this question is realising that it
is important to talk about contested issues at least some of
the time: otherwise, you might trust each other, but still have
irreconcileable beliefs about the facts of the matter. In these
simulations we test whether there are any “sweet spots” in
which agents can talk about contested beliefs just enough to
come to agreement and maintain trust.

We tested this by initialising the agents differently. Where
before the initial means for agents µa were generated by
sampling from a Gaussian with symmetric covariance matrix
0.5I, in Study 2 we sampled them from an asymmetric matrix
with the same covariance as before along one dimension but
four times tighter along the other. This meant that agents a
priori only disagreed on one dimension, rather than two.

We then systematically varied the proportion of time that
agents chose to include the contested dimension that they
were more likely to disagree on. If an agent received a data
point that did not include that dimension, they “filled it in”
themselves by sampling it from their own prior. This was
done in order to maximise the probability of eliminating po-
larisation; if it cannot be avoided even when agents are mak-
ing the most charitable assumptions about what is going un-
stated, then it would be even harder to avoid if agents are
making less charitable assumptions.

Figure 3: Evolution of belief when agents can avoid contested
subjects. Average pairwise distance in belief space as a func-
tion of the proportion of time agents included information
about the contested dimension. As the dimension is included
less, the agents show more divergence in beliefs; as trust in-
creases, the divergence in beliefs increases more. Thus, lower
polarisation does not reflect more agreement.

Results
The results suggest that enabling agents to only discuss one
dimension and avoid contested dimensions does increase mu-
tual trust, but the price of this is that agents no longer form
a shared set of beliefs. As Figure 2 shows, communicating
less about the contested dimension systematically increases
trust (F(4,1495) = 117.5, p < 0.0001). If the contested di-
mension is included only half of the time, GiniMD values are
consistently below 0.4, and if it is included 25% of the time
or less the level of polarisation is nearly nonexistent.3

However, as Figure 3 reveals, that lack of polarisation cor-
responds to situations where the average distance between
beliefs has increased substantially (F(4,1495) = 137.7, p <
0.0001). When the contested dimension is included half of
the time, the average distance between beliefs is even higher
than in the baseline HETEROGENEOUS case, even though the
trust levels are still low. By the time polarisation has been
eliminated in the trust matrices (when talking about the con-
tested dimension 25% of the time or less), agents radically
differ in their beliefs. What appears to be happening is that,
unaffected by external data, evolution along that dimension
proceeds in a random walk. Thus, although agents agree with
each other on the non-contested dimension, they diverge ever
more strongly on the contested one.

Thus, the higher levels of trust have not bought more agree-
ment: they just reflect the fact that some topics are not dis-
cussed. Most importantly, we could find no “sweet spots”
in our simulations where strategically communicating about
contested beliefs only part of the time could allow trust to be
maintained and beliefs to converge. This finding should be
interpreted with caution because it depends to some extent on
choices we made about values of Σ0, Σu, and Σ. However, it
is not reassuring that the divergence in belief occurs before

3For ease of presentation, we collapse across population size in
the figures and analyses but the qualitative effect is identical whether
there are 6 or 18 agents in the population.
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Figure 4: Evolution of trust when agents have access to the
ground truth. It only takes a little bit of access to a ground
truth source that everyone agrees is trustworthy to disrupt
the formation of echo chambers, even in a HETEROGENEOUS
population. Even 2% of all data points make a big difference,
and by 4% or so everyone trusts everyone else.

the emergence of mutual trust, suggesting that even if such
a sweet spot exists, it is tiny and highly dependent on a very
specific set of parameter choices.

So far we have found that echo chambers persistently form
in populations of rational agents, despite making as many
charitable assumptions as possible: our agents do not revise
beliefs away from those they disagree with and communicate
about a rich meaning space in a way that includes their confi-
dence (variance) about the mean rather than the mean alone.
Even with these assumptions, as long as the initial beliefs
are heterogeneous enough, agents cluster into echo chambers.
Allowing them to build trust by communicating more often on
less contentious topics does not solve this problem; commu-
nicating rarely enough to build trust means not communicat-
ing often enough to converge on a set of shared beliefs. Taken
together, this appears to support the intuition we began with:
this is a very difficult epistemological problem. How can one
sensibly learn from others when you have no way to evaluate
who to trust aside from the data they provide, and no way to
evaluate that data against the state of the world?

These considerations suggest that echo chamber formation
might be eliminated by simply giving agents access to some
mutually-agreed upon ground truth of the matter. This might
be data supplied by the external world directly or information
provided by an objective observer; all that is necessary is that
everyone has access to it and everyone trusts it. Does access
to the ground truth disrupt the formation of echo chambers?
If so, how little is required?

Earlier work has investigated these questions and found
that access to the ground truth is not sufficient to disrupt echo
chamber formation (O’Connor & Weatherall, 2018; Madsen
et al., 2018). However, in O’Connor and Weatherall (2018)
the agents sought out such evidence in a confirmatory way,
testing their current hypothesis only. It is possible that re-
ceiving data relevant to all hypotheses might have led to a
different result. Furthermore, agents in Madsen et al. (2018)

Figure 5: Evolution of belief when agents have access to the
ground truth. It only takes a little bit of access to a ground
truth source that everyone agrees is trustworthy to disrupt
the formation of echo chambers, even in a HETEROGENEOUS
population. Even 2% of all data points make a big difference,
and by 4% or so there are no differences in beliefs.

often ended up ignoring the ground truth because it was out-
side of their inferred variance, which had shrunk to zero. In
that sense it was not actually a “ground truth”, because al-
though it was available to all, very few people trusted it. In
Study 3 we therefore provide a ground truth that all agents
have access to and all trust equally.

Study 3: Ground truth
Method
Our method was exactly the same as in Study 1, except that
sometimes the agents received a data point xg sampled from
the “ground truth” of the world, xg ∼ N(0,Σ). Agents revised
their belief based on this data exactly as they did on any other
data; the only difference is that they did not perform infer-
ence over trust, instead assuming perfect trust in the source.
We systematically vary how often agents have access to the
ground truth. Because echo chambers only emerged in the
HETEROGENEOUS condition in Study 1, we consider only
that condition here. As in Study 2, for ease of presentation
we combine the runs with 6 and 18 agents.

Results
As Figures 4 and 5 show, even a very small amount of access
to ground truth data is sufficient to disrupt the formation of
echo chambers. When only 2% of the data comes from the
ground truth, a substantial proportion of runs result in high
levels of mutual trust and shared beliefs. When 4% of the data
is ground truth, polarisation is consistently eliminated: even
initially HETEROGENEOUS agents converge on the same set
of shared beliefs and trust everybody in the population.

Discussion
This paper is part of a growing literature investigating what
happens to populations of rational agents when faced with
a difficult epistemological puzzle: how to learn a set of be-
liefs from other people, without having access to external ev-
idence about those beliefs or knowing a priori who to trust.
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Consistent with that literature, we find that echo chambers
consistently emerge, despite making every effort we could
to eliminate them. Even though we provided agents with a
richer meaning space and more nuanced communication abil-
ities than other studies, polarisation was still highly likely as
long as the population was sufficiently heterogeneous in their
initial beliefs. One contribution of our work, therefore, is to
further underline the robustness of this effect.

We make several larger contributions as well. First, we
show that enabling agents to strategically talk less about top-
ics that they disagree on did not solve the problem. Avoiding
those topics did lead to improve trust, but at the expense of
increasing the distance between beliefs; we found no “sweet
spot” where both mutual trust and shared belief were possi-
ble. To our knowledge this is the first attempt to simulate the
population-level effects that results from agents adopting dif-
ferent communicative tactics. Our framework is rich enough
to investigate many other such tactics. What happens if peo-
ple sample based not just on their own beliefs, but also on
their inferences about the beliefs of others? What if people
deliberately select more or less extreme beliefs, in an effort to
shift the Overton window of acceptable discourse? How vul-
nerable are these strategies to deceptive or malicious agents?

Our work is also the first, to our knowledge, to show that
having access to a trusted “ground truth” is an extremely pow-
erful way to break the echo chamber effect. Previous work
found that ground truth did not help that much (Madsen et al.,
2018; O’Connor & Weatherall, 2018), but as discussed be-
fore, this was probably because of specific modelling choices
that resulted in their “ground truth” being neither fully shared
nor fully trusted. When it is shared and trusted, only a
small proportion of data is necessary for even initially het-
erogeneous populations to develop high trust and converge
on shared beliefs. The reason for this is that this common
ground breaks the vicious cycle and creates a virtuous one:
agents make inferences about their beliefs based in part on
the ground truth data, thus trusting agents more who agree
with it, and so forth. Our framework is flexible enough to en-
able further exploration of the robustness of this effect. How
important is it that everyone have access to it? What if the
ground truth is more accessible or less ambiguous to some?
Is there any way for agents to identify those people that can-
not be “gamed” by malicious agents seeking to mislead?

Our finding about the necessity of the ground truth may
have important implications in light of the “post-truth” era
that many believe we are now in (Lewandowsky, Ecker, &
Cook, 2017). This era is characterised not only by attempts to
delegitimise previously trusted sources but, more profoundly,
a pervasive denial that a truth exists at all and a persistent
belief that no sources are to be trusted (McCright & Dunlap,
2017). Indeed, one of the characteristics of fascism was a de-
nial of the utility of external evidence (Varshizky, 2012), and
conspiracy theories are associated with lower levels of trust
in external sources (Einstein & Glick, 2015). Our simula-
tions suggest why: shared access to the truth is one of the few

things that might rescue agents from an otherwise inescapable
epistemic trap. Agents who do not have access or belief in
this truth are far easier to confuse, polarise, and manipulate.

Although our work further demonstrates that echo cham-
ber formation is a robust and consistent effect even in popu-
lations of perfectly rational learners, it does suggest a key to
disrupting them. Perhaps polarisation can be minimised and
trust increased not by throwing more evidence toward mis-
taken beliefs, but by working to persuade people instead that
objective truth exists and shoring up their (perceived) capac-
ity to access and evaluate it.
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